Mobile Device Management
A feature available with N-able RMM

Monitor, Manage, and Protect Mobile Devices (including Apple Devices) in N-able RMM.

Working remotely is more popular than ever before. Limiting monitoring to desktops, servers, and network devices can leave gaps in security and IT service delivery. Today’s IT support solutions must account for mobile devices and on-the-go employees, so users can be as productive as possible, while keeping devices and data safe.

The mobile device management feature in N-able™ RMM allows MSPs to manage and safeguard their clients’ mobile devices.

**Improve team efficiency**
- **Streamline processes**—Set up and maintain mobile devices fast
- **Remote configuration**—Easily configure thousands of settings remotely
- **Centralized view**—Access information within a single dashboard

**Increase visibility**
- **Access the information you need**—See device ownership and handset details
- **Increase efficiency**—Use the same security workflow for Mac® and Windows®
- **Trust that RMM is designed to protect and monitor endpoints 24/7**

**Gain greater control**
- **Safeguard data**—Remotely lock, set passcodes, or wipe devices
- **Protect devices**—Configure detailed security settings
- **Comprehensive device management**—Get support for the latest Apple® iOS® devices and tablets

**NEW! APPLE DEVICE MANAGEMENT**
- **Easily enroll and monitor** iPhone®, iPad®, and Apple TV® devices as part of your RMM device estate
- **Streamlined workflows** allow techs to quickly push Apple configuration profiles to Apple devices remotely
- **Perform tasks and send commands** to iOS devices from the RMM dashboard—with one click